
BioSwing Fast Start Guide
The aim of this little document is to give you all the necessary information about BioSwing on a single page. Use this as 
a refresher or read before any practice session to get the most from your time. BioSwing is all about eliminating the 
garbage and giving you the key fundamentals for mastering and finding your best golf swing.

What’s the key element of BioSwing?
You want to swing your arms as fast as possible from a stable base of support. Your “big muscles” act as a reactive 
support mechanism to your fast moving arms. A key thought with BioSwing is to throw the club through the impact 
zone. The harder and faster you can throw the club, the further you’ll hit the ball.

The Technique
Grip: Chose a grip that allows you to swing quickly. Nothing else is of importance. “swing with speed” is your goal.
Stance: Stand comfortably and squarely to target. Don’t obsess with a perfectly square stance.
Takeaway: Hands lead and body follows. Focus on your hands, you have great control over them. Swing plane will take 
care of itself when you allow the swing to start with your hands and arms.
Top of backswing: A 3/4 position works best. No need for a super large backswing position. Bend or soften your lead 
arm for a mechanical advantage. 
Downswing: Stable body and swing the arms is key. Stabilize the body with rear leg and front foot. Always strive to 
swing/throw the club with the arms.
Power: The harder and faster you can move the arms the further you’ll hit the ball. The body does not produce power, 
its role is to support the arms. Stable body and fast arms are the key to extra power.

Flat Spot Principle (FSP)
When your clubface and clubhead work together during the impact phase of the shot you’ll 
achieve the FSP. This is the scientific finding that helped explain the difference between 
the pros and amateurs. The FSP gives your a mental and mechanical advantage - you’ll be 
able to swing with confidence, no matter what the pressure. 
- a sense of timing
- longer and straighter shots
- more power
- a sense of “easiness” with your swing
- overall confidence to swing freely

Learning drills for BioSwing
Throw the club - throw the club to target (or slightly right field)
Tennis ball drill - throw tennis ball at imaginary ball on ground with right hand. Tennis ball will go to right field.
Swing your arms - always strive to swing your arms as fast as comfortably possible
Hit the ball! - when stuck, swing freely and forget your swing. Research has found this aids in unlocking BioSwing.

Common Problems
Thinking too much always disrupts the learning cycle. BioSwing is about simplifying your thought patterns.
Overusing the body - golfers for the most part spin and over rotate. Slowing the body down almost always allows you to 
speed up your arms and hit better shots. This rarely fails and is why “slow down” usually works.
No practice - You can’t just read about it. You need to get outside and put the ideas to use. Short sessions are best.
Not playing - you can’t spend all your time on practice. You need to bite the bullet and play the game. The golf course is 
where learning really kicks in and the good stuff happens. Practice at home and use the golf course for playing.

Learning the FSP
The only true way to learn the FSP is with our Swing Trainer. It literally forces your learning system to adopt the 
principles of BioSwing without overloading your system. When you can swing through the gates you’ll instinctively 
have learned a better swing. Please visit www.BioSwingGolf.com/swing-trainer for the full story.

Need help? Ask Cameron your questions @ www.BioSwingGolf.com/contact
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